Abstract—In this article, we will discuss the classification of moving objects in videos. An overview of classical steps in video classification will be given and a particular attention will be given to classification in video surveillance since classification in this kind of systems is very important and plays a primary role in several functions such as event classification, speed control, classification of intrusions and so on.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Object classification in video sequences is subject of several studies worldwide. The objective of this kind of research is to develop intelligent systems of video surveillance capable not only of capturing videos in real-time but also interpret them in terms of objects, classes and even behavior. A final end is to replace the traditional video surveillance systems -often inefficient when the number of cameras exceeds the number of human operators- by more intelligent systems capable of interpreting scenes accurately without any human intervention.

In this work we have explored the classification of objects in videos and focused on classification in video surveillance systems. The study is not exhaustive, but is simple and intuitive and will serve as a starting point for the communities concerned.

The paper is organized as follows: In the first part we address the classification in general, we expose conditions of a good classifier and we discuss some work belonging to the state of the art. Second part describes steps of classification in video sequences. More precisely steps of classification in video surveillance systems are addressed. The third part details a little more each of the steps mentioned above. Finally, a conclusion on what was discussed and guidance on future research will be presented.

II. OBJECT CLASSIFICATION IN VIDEO SEQUENCES

In a classical video surveillance system, an object classifier must have the following properties [1]:

A. Perform Under Real-Time Constraints

B. Be Robust to Several Conditions

- Large variation in natural conditions [2] e.g. weather conditions, including snow [3], fog [4], rain [5] and haze [6]
- Various lighting conditions and clouds casting shadows [7] and indirect illumination on objects (illumination from the headlights of a car, for example).
- Variation of the movement such as shakes of the camera due to strong winds.
- Total or partial occlusions of objects.
- Color variation in human clothes and cars [8].
- False moving objects detected such as branches and leaves swaying in the wind [9].
- Posture variations of humans [10].
- Spurious objects landing in the camera (birds, insects, etc.).
- Deterioration of the video due to compression operations or resolution of camera (high and low resolution).

C. Resolve a Multiclass Problem

Moreover, the latter property depends on several parameters:

- The number of classes to be used for classification:
  b. Vehicles, bicycles and group of persons [1]
  c. Vehicles and pedestrians [8], humans and vehicles [12]
- The choice of features to be considered;
- The classification algorithm chosen;

The three criteria described above enhances greatly the performance of the classification systems, however, meeting the three together is not always possible and systems proposed in the literature as far rarely do that.

In what follows, we describe, in a comprehensive manner, how an object classification system operates. Functions of the classification system are divided in three mandatory steps and each step is then detailed. Figure 1 depicts the mechanism of a classification system in a video sequence.
III. STEPS OF OBJECT CLASSIFICATION IN VIDEO SEQUENCES

In the classification of one or more objects in a video sequence, several steps have to be respected. These steps are described below.

A. Movement Segmentation

Movement segmentation is the first step of classification since identifying moving objects from a video sequence is a fundamental and critical task in video surveillance. It consists of detecting regions of interest rather than considering the whole image of the sequence. By this way, time of execution is reduced since the classification system will focus only on interesting objects which are generally the moving ones.

This step is widely used in video surveillance systems since moving objects are the most likely to be interesting. Considering for example detection of intrusions, it is always more significant to classify a foreground of humans and interpret their behavior than classify a motionless background such as walls, trees and roads.

To distinguish these moving objects from stationary ones, segmentation methods use generally two types of information: temporal and spatial information and are categorized as follow:

1) Background Subtraction

Background subtraction is a very popular method of movement segmentation. In this method, an image - commonly called a frame - generally the first one of the sequence is taken as a reference and each remaining image of the sequence is compared to this one. Differences of images are considered as moving objects. At this time, moving objects are in the form of blobs, they then are tracked. By this, every object has its own sequence and so, its own properties.

The most common technique of background subtraction is the one of Stauffer and Grimson [13]. In this method, background is updated continuously using a mixture of Gaussians. Much works use this method to treat the classification problem, examples are works described in [14], [15], [9] and [16].
- Advantages: Simple, does not need an a priori knowledge of the object to be segmented and focus only on objects of interest rather than dealing with the whole image content.
- Disadvantages: Does not apply to non static background, is sensitive to lightening conditions, does not distinguish objects of their shadows, can detect false moving objects and is less accurate in case of occlusions.

2) Temporal Differentiation

This method calculates the absolute difference between two or three frames of the sequence and applies a movement threshold to determine which regions have undergone a significant movement. Then, the extracted moving parts are grouped into moving regions according to a connected component analysis. This method was introduced in the work of [17] and has been used particularly in the work of [18].
- Advantages: Adequate in the case of a moving background.
- Disadvantages: Does not always detect all moving pixels which diminish classification accuracy since some useful pixels can be ignored.

3) Optical Flow

This method uses optical flow to separate regions. The optical flow is a visual displacement field which considers variations in motion as a displacement of points in the image and assumes that color of pixels is independent of time.

The most common techniques used in calculating optical flow are: the Lucas-Kanade technique [19] for «sparse» optical flow and the Horn-Schunck technique [20] for «dense» optical flow. More information about optical flow can be found in [21]
- Advantages: Can be used on any camera configuration (static, non-static, calibrated, uncalibrated).
- Disadvantages: Has heavy computation and is sensitive to noise.

After choosing the method of segmentation, comes naturally the notion of feature extraction which will be discussed in the following section.

B. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction, sometimes confounded with feature selection, consists in extracting from each object detected previously in the video sequence a set of descriptors which represents the object. Feature selection then, consists in evaluating features extracted so that only significant descriptors and representing best the object and so the class to which the object belongs are hold. Features are commonly represented in a form of vectors. Thus, feature extraction is done for every object to be classified.

According to [16], features selected for classification must have the following properties:

- Advantages: Simple, does not need an a priori knowledge of the object to be segmented and focus only on objects of interest rather than dealing with the whole image content.
- Disadvantages: Does not apply to non static background, is sensitive to lightening conditions, does not distinguish objects of their shadows, can detect false moving objects and is less accurate in case of occlusions.

After choosing the method of segmentation, comes naturally the notion of feature extraction which will be discussed in the following section.

B. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction, sometimes confounded with feature selection, consists in extracting from each object detected previously in the video sequence a set of descriptors which represents the object. Feature selection then, consists in evaluating features extracted so that only significant descriptors and representing best the object and so the class to which the object belongs are hold. Features are commonly represented in a form of vectors. Thus, feature extraction is done for every object to be classified.

According to [16], features selected for classification must have the following properties:
• Class informative: all objects of the same class must be represented by the same set of descriptors.
• Discriminative: Each class has its proper set of descriptors.
• Minimal: should not contain redundant descriptors.

Thereby, descriptors should be a high interclass variability and low intra-class one.

Bose [8], in another hand, considers that features to be considered depend on objects to be classified. Hence, he selects descriptors manually and then evaluates them automatically by calculating their mutual information.

Besides, Bileschi, and Wolf [22] divide features into two broad categories: histograms of oriented edges and patch based features.

1) Histograms of Oriented Edges

A Histogram of oriented edges is described as a weighted histogram wherein each histogram bin collects votes from gradients near particular locations and particular orientations.

The most popular example of this approach is the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform). Other examples are the geometric blur, histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and Hu moments.

• Advantages: This representation is discriminative and tolerates a large number of transformations that the image can undergo (scale, translations, etc.).

• Disadvantages: has sometimes a heavy computation.

2) Patch based Features

A patch based feature vector is an image description which depends on comparing the image with a set of stored image crops, also known as templates or fragments. Different implementations select different balances between invariance and the representation of geometric structure.

• Advantages: The use of multiple patches allows a better distinction between images.

• Disadvantages: Need to have a set of prototypes.

Many other features are present in the literature, such as symmetry, velocity, size and so on.

C. Object Classification

After getting interested in collecting objects and representing them by their features, the next step consists on choosing the right classification algorithm.

Classification problems are usually posed as a supervised learning problem, where a set of examples also called a training set - in our case images of the objects to be classified - and their classes are provided before any new classification. This is done as mentioned above, by extracting and selecting informative features which best represents the class. After preparing this training set, any new observation - in our case a video sequence - is treated to extract its moving objects. Moving objects are extracted by the movement segmentation described above. Their features are then extracted and compared to the set of labeled examples provided in the training set. At that moment, a particular classification algorithm is chosen for this comparison and an output of objects contained in the new observed video with their respective classes is provided.

In the following, only the most used classification algorithms in video sequences will be treated.

1) Support Vector Machine SVM

This algorithm was introduced by [23]. It solves the problem of binary classification (+1, -1) and aims to define a hyperplane of the formula:

\[ y(x) = \text{sign}(w \cdot x + b) \]  

(1)

where \( w \) and \( b \) are the parameters of the decision surface, \( x \) is the vector of descriptors and \( y(x) \) the binary decision of the classifier. This hyperplane allows better separating the set of classes in the basis of support vectors by maximizing the margin between these vectors and the hyperplane.

Decision bounds separating the data are defined by the kernel function:

\[ k(x,y) = \exp(-c||x-y||^2) \]  

(2)

Garcia-Pedrajas and Ortiz-Boyer proposed in 2006 an extension of the SVM classifier to resolve a multi classification problem. The approach was taken back in 2010 by Gurwicz and al. [16]. However, it is worth noting that the SVM classifier is the most widespread classification algorithm in the area of pattern classification and more precisely in object classification in images and videos. More information on SVM can be found on [24].

2) Bayesian Network

Proposed by Pearl [25], this classifier aims to predict, based on a training set, to which class belongs any new observation of an object. Bayesian network is a directed cyclic graph with a set of conditional probabilities \( P(X|Pa) \) where \( Pa \) is the parent set of the node \( X \) in the graph. The likelihood probability is given by:

\[ P(X) = P(X_1,...,X_n) = \Pi P(X_i | Pa_i) \text{ with } i \text{ from } 1 \text{ to } n. \]

And the object is assigned to the class with best likelihood probability.

3) K Nearest Neighbors

This algorithm is among the easiest algorithms and generally allows a comparative study of classification algorithms.

The goal of this algorithms is to estimate the value of the unknown probability density function at a given point \( x \). According to the \( k \)-nearest neighbor estimation technique, the following steps are performed:

• Choose a value for \( k \).

• Find the distance between \( x \) and all training points \( x_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \). Any distance measure can be used (e.g., Euclidean, Mahalanobis, etc.). But Euclidean distance is usually used.

• Find the \( k \)-nearest points to \( x \).

• Compute the volume \( V(x) \) in which the \( k \)-nearest neighbors lie.

If the Euclidean distance is employed and the distance between the \( k \)-furthest neighbor and \( x \) is \( \rho \), the volume \( V(x) \) is equal to:

\[ V(x) = 2\rho^d \text{ in the } 1 \text{-dimensional space} \]

\[ V(x) = \pi\rho^2 \text{ in the } 2 \text{-dimensional space} \]
• Compute the estimate by \( p(x) = k / NV(x) \)

The object is then assigned to the class with the best estimate.

Other algorithms exist in the state of the art but for the most part, a combination of several classifiers is used to ensure a best performance. In [16], K nearest neighbors was used as a reference.

IV. CONCLUSION

The goal of this paper was to give an overview of moving objects classification in videos. It described, briefly, what is object classification in videos and how does it work. Hence, it acted as a way to introduce the concept of object classification as a start point to readers who are unfamiliar with this area and to provide a review for more advanced researchers.

At this time, more works based on a combination of the different classifiers described in this paper can be projected. Choosing the right set of features for the representation of objects is also a wide area of research and need to be deepened. More future works should also include a special consideration to the feature selection since this step can improve classification in terms of accuracy and execution time. Finally, improving the segmentation and the tracking may provide a better classification.
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